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STATE OF HAWAI'I
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I AT HILO
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COLLEGE OF CONT. EDUC. & COMM. SERVICE
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
VICE CHANCELLOR #65319

COLL. OF CONT. ED. & COMM. SERV
DEAN #69057

SECRETARY II
SR14 #25886(S)

CLERK STENO II
SR9 #32590(S)

ACCOUNT CLERK III
SR11 #25234(S)

CREDIT PROGRAM
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST PBB #60570

SENIOR PROGRAM
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST PBB #60551(S)

PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST #60511F(S)

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM
INSTRUCTOR #2 #60445(S)

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST #62607F(S)

NORTH HAWAI'I EDUCATION & RESEARCH CENTER
DIRECTOR #60475

JUNIOR SPECIALIST SR #60472(S)

INSTRUCTOR #2 #60474(S)

EDUCATIONAL SP #62502F(S)

EDUCATIONAL SP #62502F(S)

EDUCATIONAL SP PBB #78549

JUNIOR SPECIALIST #2 #73348

INSTRUCTOR #60505F(S)

EDUCATIONAL SP #62516F(S)

EDUCATIONAL SP #62516F(S)

JANITOR #607317F(S)

Pending Establishment

General Funds – 7.00
(S) Special Funds – 14.00